Introduction: I will now ask some questions regarding work related health problems, health risks and work related accidents. These questions are asked by request from the European Union and in all member-states.

Can we start this part of the interview?

TO THE INTERVIEWER: All member-states in the EU are obliged to collect this information. Sweden has been collecting this type of information since 1991 nationally. In order to ensure comparability between countries Eurostat has decided on variables to be collected in this module.

TO INTERVIEWER: No proxy interviews! These are coded as non-response, code 7.

1 BEGIN INTERVIEW

NON RESPONSE

9 REFUSAL TO PARTICIPATE
8 CANNOT PARTICIPATE DUE TO LANGUAGE PROBLEMS
7 OTHER REASONS (INCLUDING PROXY INTERVIEWS)

Employed or Not Employed who worked last 12 months (AWNUMBER)

F1 Now we will ask questions regarding accidents at work during the last twelve months.

The period we want you to include is (reference week) and 12 months counting back from this week. Accidents at work after the reference week should not be included.

Did you during these twelve months have any accident at work or in the course of work? Include accidents which occurred during a journey in the course of work, but not accidents during travel to and from work.

1 Yes → F2
2 No → F8aa Cs → F8aa

If F1=1

F2 Did any of these accidents result in an injury to you?

1 Yes → F3
2 No → F8aa Cs → F8aa

If F2=1

F3 How many accidents resulting in injury did you have during those 12 months?

1 One → F4a
2 Several → F4aa Cs → F4aa
If $F_3 = 1$

**F4a** Was this accident a road accident or some other type of accident? (AWROAD)

If $F_3 = 2$ or Cs

**F4aa** Was the most recent accident a road accident or some other type of accident? (AWROAD)

1. Road accident
2. Other kind of accident

Employed, no second job → $F_5a$
Employed with second job → $F_5b$
Not Employed who worked last 12 months → $F_5c$

Employed, no second job (AWJOB)

**F5a** Did this (most recent) accident occur during your current job or some previous job?

1. Current Job → $F_{6a}(Absent due to sick leave)/F_{7}(At work or Absent not due to sick leave)$
2. Previous job → $F_{5d}$
   Cs → $F_{6a}(Absent, sick leave)/F_{6a}(At work or Absent, not sick leave)$

Employed with second job (AWJOB)

**F5b** Did this (most recent) accident occur during your current main job, your current second job or in some job you had previously?

1. Current Main Job → $F_{6a}(Absent due to sick leave)/F_{7}(At work or Absent, not sick leave)$
2. Current second job → $F_{6a}(Absent due to sick leave)/F_{7}(At work or Absent, not sick leave)$
3. Previously held job → $F_{5d}$
   Cs → $F_{6a}(Absent due to sick leave)/F_{7}(At work or Absent, not sick leave)$

Not Employed who worked last 12 months (AWJOB)

**F5c** Did this (most recent) accident occur during the most recent job you have held or some job held previously?

1. Most recent job → $F_{6a}$
2. Earlier job → $F_{5d}$
   Cs → $F_{6a}$

Employed or Not Employed who worked last 12 months (AWJOB)

**F5d** Did you have this job twelve months ago, in (month 2012)?

1. Yes → $F_{6a}(Not Employed who worked last 12 months)/F_{6a}(Absent, sick leave)/F_{7}(At work or Absent, not sick leave)$
2 No → F6a(Not Employed who worked last 12 months)/F6aa(Absent, sick leave)/F7(At work or Absent, not sick leave)

Cs → F6a(Not Employed who worked last 12 months)/F6aa(Absent, sick leave)/F7(At work or Absent, not sick leave)

\textbf{If } F2=1 \textbf{ and Not Employed who worked last 12 months (AWDOFF)}

\textbf{F6a} That you were not working in .... (reference week), was this due to the accident you have just told me about?

\textbf{If } F2=1 \textbf{ and ”Absent due to sick leave“}

\textbf{F6aa} The fact that you were absent from work in .... (reference week), was this due to the accident you just told me about?

1 Yes → F6b
2 No → F7 Cs → F7

\textbf{F6b} Do you expect to start working again?? (AWDOFF)

\textbf{TO INTERVIEWER: EITHER CURRENT JOB OR SOME OTHER JOB}

1 Yes, most certainly → F8
2 Yes, maybe → F8
3 No, never → F8 Cs → F8

\textbf{If } F2 =1 \textbf{ and (At Work or Absent, not sick leave) or } F6 =1) (AWDOFF)

\textbf{F7} During the twelve months, how many days not including the day of the accident were you off work due to the accident?

\textbf{TO INTERVIEWER: CALENDAR DAYS, MEANING MONDAY TO SUNDAY}

1 LESS THAN 1 DAY OR NO ABSENCE → F8
2 AT LEAST 1 DAY BUT LESS THAN 4 DAYS → F8
3 AT LEAST 4 DAY BUT LESS THAN 2 WEEKS → F8
4 AT LEAST 2 WEEKS BUT LESS THAN 1 MONTH → F8
5 AT LEAST 1 MONTH BUT LESS THAN 3 MONTHS → F8
6 AT LEAST 3 MONTHS BUT LESS THAN 6 MONTHS → F8
7 AT LEAST 6 MONTHS BUT LESS THAN 9 MONTHS → F8
8 9 MONTHS OR MORE → F8 Cs → F8

\textbf{Part 2}

Now we will ask some questions concerning work related health problems. (NOT INJURIES CAUSED BY ACCIDENTS).

The period we want you to include is (reference week) and 12 months counting back from this. Health problems which have arisen after this week should not be included.

\textbf{TO INTERVIEWER: Mental problems could be stress, depressions, anxiety and so on. These words can be sensitive, but it needs to be made clear to the respondent that it is health problems which are not physical in nature.}
**F8-10**

*Asked to those Employed and those Not Employed who has worked previously*

*If F1=Yes*

**F8a**  Apart from the accident you have told me about, have you during the last 12 months had any physical or mental health problems caused by or made worse by your work? *(WHPNUMBR)*

*If F1=No or Not employed who has worked previously*

**F8aa**  Have you during the last 12 months had any physical or mental health problems caused by or made worse by your work. *(WHPNUMBR)*

Accidents at work should not be included

1. Yes
2. No → F19 *(Employed)/END *(Not employed)*  
   Cs → F19 *(Employed)/END *(Not employed)*

**F9**  During those 12 months, have you had one or several physical or mental health problems caused or made worse by your work? *(WHPNUMBR)*

1. One → F10a
2. Several → F10aa  
   Cs → F10a

*F9=1*

**F10a**  What type of health problem have you had *(WHPTYPEP)*

*F9=2*

**F10aa**  What type of health problem was the most serious? *(WHPTYPEP)*

*TO INTERVIEWER: FIRST TRY TO CODE THE SPONTANEOUS ANSWER, OTHERWISE READ OUT ANSWER CATEGORIES*

1. Bone, joint or muscle problem → F11
2. Breathing or lung problem → F12a
3. Skin problem → F12a
4. Hearing problem → F12a
5. Stress, depression or anxiety → F12a
6. Headache and/or eyestrain → F12a
7. Heart disease or attack, or other problems in the circulatory system → F12a
8. Infectious disease (virus, bacteria or other type of infection) → F12a
9. Stomach, liver, kidney or digestive problem → F12a
10. Other types of health problem → F12a  
   Cs → F12a

**F11**  Is the problem you mention mainly affecting your: *(WHPTYPEP)*
1. neck, shoulders, arms or hands → F12a
2. hips, knees, legs or feet → F12a
3. back → F12a

Cs → F12a

**F12a** Does this health problem limit your ability to carry out day to day activities either at work or outside work? *(WHPLIMAB)*

Include all limitations either at work or in leisure time

1. Yes
2. No → F13a (Not Employed who worked last 12 months and F6 ≠ 1) / F13aa (Absent, sick leave and F6 ≠ 1) / F15 (At work or Absent, not sick leave or Absent, sick leave and F6 = 1) / F16 (Not employed who worked previously, but not in last 12 months)

Cs → F13a (Not Employed who worked last 12 months and F6 ≠ 1) / F13aa (Absent, sick leave and F6 ≠ 1) / F15 (At work or Absent, not sick leave or Absent, sick leave and F6 = 1) / F16 (Not employed who worked previously, but not in last 12 months)

**F12b** Has the extent of these limitations been considerable or small in size? *(WHPLIMAB)*

*EXAMPLE:* A skin problem which was caused or made worse by work should, if it limits daily activities considerably, be coded as 1.

1. Considerable
2. Small

F13a (Not Employed who worked last 12 months and F6 ≠ 1) / F13aa (Absent, sick leave and F6 ≠ 1) / F15 (At work or Absent, not sick leave or Absent, sick leave and F6 = 1) / F16 (Not employed who worked previously, but not in last 12 months)

Cs → F13a (Not Employed who worked last 12 months and F6 ≠ 1) / F13aa (Absent, sick leave and F6 ≠ 1) / F15 (At work or Absent, not sick leave or Absent, sick leave and F6 = 1) / F16 (Not employed who worked previously, but not in last 12 months)

(Not Employed who worked last 12 months and F6 ≠ 1)

**F13a** The fact that you were not working in ... (reference week), was this due to the health problem you just told me about?

(Absent, sick leave and F6 ≠ 1)

**F13aa** That you were absent from work during .... (reference week), was this due to the health problem you just told me about? *(WHPDOFF)*

1. Yes → F14
2. No → F15

**F14** Do you expect to start working again? *(WHPDOFF)*
1 Yes → F18b/c (Employed)/ F18a (Not Employed who worked last 12 months)
2 No → F18b/c (Employed)/ F18a (Not Employed who worked last 12 months)
3 Cannot Say → F18b/c (Employed)/ F18a (Not Employed who worked last 12 months)

(At work or Absent, sick leave) or F13a/aa ≠1 or Absent, sick leave and F6 = 1)

\[\text{F15} \quad \text{During the twelve months, how many days were you off work due to your health problem? (WHPDOFF)}\]

TO INTERVIEWER: CALENDER DAYS, MEANING MONDAY TO SUNDAY

1 LESS THAN 1 DAY OR NO ABSENCE
2 AT LEAST 1 DAY BUT LESS THAN 4 DAYS
3 AT LEAST 4 DAYS BUT LESS THAN 2 WEEKS
4 AT LEAST 2 WEEKS BUT LESS THAN 1 MONTH
5 AT LEAST 1 MONTH BUT LESS THAN 3 MONTHS
6 AT LEAST 3 MONTHS BUT LESS THAN 6 MONTHS
7 AT LEAST 6 MONTHS BUT LESS THAN 9 MONTHS
8 9 MONTHS OR MORE

ALTERNATIV 1-8 → F18b/c (Employed)/ F18a (Not Employed who worked last 12 months)

\[\text{Not employed who worked previously, but not in last 12 months}\]

\[\text{F16a} \quad \text{The fact that you were not working in ... (reference week), was this due to the health problem you just told me about? (WHPDOFF)}\]

1 Yes → F16b
2 No → F16c

\[\text{F16b} \quad \text{Do you think your health problems will prevent you from being able to work again? (WHPDOFF)}\]

1 Yes → F17
2 No → F17  

\[\text{Cs} \rightarrow \text{F17}\]

\[\text{F16c} \quad \text{During the twelve months, how many days were you not able to work due to your health problem?? (WHPDOFF)}\]

TO INTERVIEWER: CALENDER DAYS, MEANING MONDAY TO SUNDAY

1 LESS THAN 1 DAY OR NO ABSENCE
2 AT LEAST 1 DAY BUT LESS THAN 4 DAYS
3 AT LEAST 4 DAYS BUT LESS THAN 2 WEEKS
4 AT LEAST 2 WEEKS BUT LESS THAN 1 MONTH
5 AT LEAST 1 MONTH BUT LESS THAN 3 MONTHS
6 AT LEAST 3 MONTHS BUT LESS THAN 6 MONTHS
7 AT LEAST 6 MONTHS BUT LESS THAN 9 MONTHS
8 9 MONTHS OR MORE
CATEGORY 1-8 → F17

Not employed who worked previously, but not in last 12 months

F17 Was these health problems caused or made worse by work you have had? (WHPJOB)

1 Yes → F18a
2 No → END

(Not Employed who worked last 12 months )or (Not employed who worked previously, but not in last 12 months)

F18a Was it your most recent job or another previous job which caused or worsened the health problems? (WHPJOB)

1 Most recent Job → END
2 Another previous job → F18d (Not Employed who worked last 12 months)/END (Not employed who worked previously, but not in last 12 months)

Employed, no second job

F18b Were your health problems caused or worsened in your current job or some previous job? (WHPJOB)

1 Current Job → F19
2 Previous Job → F18d Cs → F19

Employed with second job

F18c Were your health problems caused or worsened in your current main job, current second job or some previous job? (WHPJOB)

1 Current Main Job → F19
2 Current Second Job → F19
3 Previous Job → F19d Cs → F19

Employed, Not Employed who worked last 12 months

F18d Did you have this job twelve months ago, in (month 2012)?? (WHPJOB)

1 Yes → F19 (Employed) /END(Not Employed)
2 No → F19 (Employed) /END(Not Employed)

Cs → F19 (Employed) /END(Not Employed)

Part 3

F19-F20 Would you say that at work you are exposed to the following factors that could affect your mental well-being?? (MENTRISK)

IF ONLY ONE “YES”-ANSWER F20 IS NOT ASKED

F19a Severe time pressure or overload of work?
1 Yes
2 No
3 Cannot Say

**F19b** Harassment or bullying?
1 Yes
2 No
3 Cannot Say

**F19c** Violence or threat of violence?
1 Yes
2 No
3 Cannot Say

*If two or more YES-answers for F19a-F19c → F20 ELSE → F21*

**F20** Which of these factors you consider to be the greatest risk to your mental well-being?
*ONLY ONE ALTERNATIVE CAN BE CHOSEN (MENTRISK)*
1 Severe time pressure or overload of work?
2 Harassment or bullying
3 Violence or threat of violence

**F21-F22** Would you say that at work you are exposed to the following factors that could affect your physical health?? *(PHYSRISK)*
*IF ONLY ONE YES-ANSWER F22 IS NOT ASKED.*

**F21a** Difficult work postures or work movements?
1 Yes
2 No
3 Cannot say

**F21b** Handling of heavy loads?
1 Yes
2 No
3 Cannot say

**F21c** Noise or strong vibrations?
1 Yes
2 No
3 Cannot say

**F21d** Chemicals, dust, fumes, smoke or gases?
1 Yes
2 No
3 Cannot say

**F21e** Activities involving strong visual concentration?
1 Yes
2 No
3 Cannot say
**F21f** Risks of accidents?

1 Yes
2 No
3 Cannot say

If two or more yes-answers for F21a-21f→F22 ELSE → END

**F22** Which of these factors you consider to be the greatest risk to your physical health?? (PHYSRISK)

ONLY ONE ALTERNATIVE MAY BE CHOSEN

1 Difficult work postures or work movements → END
2 Handling of heavy loads → END
3 Noise or strong vibrations → END
4 Chemicals, dust, fumes, smokes or gases → END
5 Activities involving strong visual concentration?→ END
6 Risk of accidents → END
7 Cannot say→ END